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Introduction

Donald W. Parker

Director
Eastern RCTR Center

This is the last of a series of four papers on community based education

that have been produced collaboratively by the regional Recruitment and Com-

munity Technical Resource Centers. These papers have been developed by the

Centers to assist projects in developing and strengthening community based

education in the Teacher Corps program.

Tne focus of this paper is the implementation of a community education

based male' in rural settings. It is important to remember that in many cases

a different set of resources exists in rural areas as opposed to urban and sur-

burban areas. In this paper, Young compares a more traditional school based

education to' community based education, then provides a rationale for the

latter. Your then goes into a more detailed description of the developmental

sequence which usually characterizes the implementation of community based

education in a rural setting. Charts are provided which give examples of

programs, services, and activities that have been observed in rural community

based education models.

Each of the four Papers in this: series of papers on community based

education gnphasi.zes that community based education can be achieved. All

of the authors stress that collaboration is a key ingredient required br the

implementation of successful community based education programs. Within the

Teacher Corps program, and its emphasis on collaboration, projects have

available to than a vast array of community resource- which they can tap to

help make community based education a reality.
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COMMUNITY - BASE) EDUCATION: AN EMERGING
MODEL IN RURAL AMERICA

Ken M. Young, Ed. D.

West Virginia College of Graduate Studies
Institute, West Virginia

Two Philosophies of Education

The original intent of American education was to fit people for citizen-

ship--that is, participation in the society of the day. Throughout the years,

the usefulness and legitimacy. of public supported schools have been judged

according to these sctnols' effectiveness in supplying the kinds of people

required by the society.

Does traditional school - based education fit people for citizenship? Is

this philosophy of schooling still viable for the society in which we live?

Many educators and local citizens think not. These skeptics are proposing a

new philosophy of education called "community education" or "community -based

education," a concept which is currently being discussed in the educational

literature and at various workshops and conferences. It is also emerging in

several communities throughout the country.

Since community -based education is a new philosophy of education, many

people have difficulty understanding what it would look like when implemented

in a given community. How is it different from traditional school-based educa-

tion, and why is it more effective in assisting people to better participate

in the society of the day?

The first section of this paper is an attempt to answer those questions

by canparing the different philosophies of school-based and community-based

education. The second section describes what this emerging model would look

like if implemented in a rural community. A rural setting was selected because

most of the literature to date has focused on urban and suburban ccmciamities.
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Using the premisa,,that comaunity-based education, with philosophy defined

as a basic purpose with an underlying set of values and beliefs, how does cam-

munity-based education differ in purpose, values, and belief from traditional

school-based education? To address such' a question requires at leasea cursive

examination of the history of American education. The following paradigm will

be used as a guide to analyze and compare the two philosophies:
0

Who shall learn what, why, how, when, where, under
what governance?

:Nho Shall Learn?

Based on the values and beliefs of citizens in this new country, the

earliest schools were started to provide instruction for children and

south. Both parents and political leaders in this new democracy felt

that the education of all children and youth fri4M ayes six through

about fourteen was important to the society of that period of time.

The social forces of religion, politics, economy, and family livelihood

had great impact on the early belief that only children needed formal

education.

Later, this education was extended to include all youth up to ages

sixteen to eighteen and was lowered in some states to include young children

in kindergarten. The philosophy of education during this period of history

reflected the belief that only a small percentage of the population of

young men needed to go to college to prepare for certain professions.
.4

All of youth, especially young warn, did not need education beyond high

school. Only recently has society accepted widespread formal education

for adults, a value shift forced by the need to reduce illiteracy among

our citizenry and to provide vocational training for our technological

society.
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Remnants of early belief that limited educational opportunities

exclusively to the young are still found in the present school-based

education philosophy. Is this approach viable today when only 33 percent

of the adults in this country have children of school age? Moreover, this

philosophy of education attempts to limit and control the very society it

serves by restricing the natural learning process to a certain period of

an individual's life, when in reality learning is a continuous, lifelong

process for everyone. The emerging model of community-based education,

on the other hand, is founded on the belief that everyone in our society,

regardless of age, sex, ethnic origin, or geographic location, should be

engaged in educational experiences to improve their participation in the

life of their community.

What Shall Be learned?

In reviewing the school-based philosophy of education from a histori-

cal perspective, we can sce that the first schools focused on the three

R's, reading, writing, and arithmetic. Then, over the years, in a total

additive procedure never removing anything, literature, history, geography,

health, science, music, art, physical education, foreign language, voca-

tional and career education, and driver's education were added to the

curriculum. Renerber that this curriculum is prtnarily for the children

and youth and is provided to prepare then for college and/or adult life

in a futixe society. Additionally, the subjects and courses are taught

and learned in the confines of the classroom and school building, apart

from the community in which the school exists. Most schools functioning

under this philosophy have ceased to encourage the involvement of parents

and community menbers in the educative process of children and youth.
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We have all wig become consumers of education, rather than partners work-

ing collaboratively witt'educators for our children and youth.

Gold this arrangement be a factor in our children not outaining the

necessary skills, even in the basic three R's? And, what are the secondary

schools doing to help young people feel that they are important and

contni;uting members of society? Is the commencement speech at graduation

adequate to prepare our youth for their transition into adulthood, or

could a team of ccomunity ,ambers and educators develop a more of

proyram of transition? Schools alone cannot educate our children and

youth-they must Collaborate with family, neighborhood, and the workplace.

What shall be learned under the community-based philosophy of educa-

tion? Since education is for everyone, the answer should be that people

stall learn anything needed to fit them for citizenship in their society.

The curriculum Ln this emerging model of education is limitless; the

curriculun, however, must be more relevant to the needs of individuals

and society if it is to assist people of all ayes to better participate

in their present social settings. Further; community- based education

operates on the belief that the community has more influence on the

education of people than does the school; therefore, the community must

become an equal partner with the school so that a cooperative educational

program can be developed.

6'
Instruction in the basic skills of reading, writing and simple

arithmetic, as well skills in speaking, listening, locating information

sources, working in groups and planning should be available to children,

youth, adults--including senior citizens. These skills are necessary for

anyone to participate in the society of today; therefore, every person--

whatever their aye, sex, ethnic origin or geographic location ---- should be

invited and encouraged to gain these skills.
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.1- There is also a similar list of knowledge areas that everyone needs

If they are to be effective meApers of their communities. Beyond the

basic Skillsand knowledge areas, are the values, beliefs and interest

areas determined by each individual's culture and the current social

:orces. The schools in each cannunity should* provide leadership for

collaboration among all segments of the commun.ity to ensure that every

individual has access to this basic education. Additional knowledge,

skills, and interest areas of learling should be determined, organized

and operated accc:rding to the desires of the local community.

WHY ELUCATION1

Tb speak of the why of education is to refer to the values, goals and

objectives of the society. If education is to be humane, the first thing we

must acknowledge about the why of education is the answers, given by students

of all ages, to the question, "Why are you studying what you are studying?"

With the school-based philosophy of education, people usually say they study

to please the teacher, to yet to the next level or grade in school, to please

their parents, or to .jet a high grade. Under the emerging. model of community-

based education, people say they study because it is interesting, because they

can learn to be a better pergbn, so they can know something they didn't know

before, or so they can learn a skill to accomplish something of value. Under

this emerging model, oryanization and tradition are not allowed to prevent

eople from studying subjects that help them to better understand themselves

and their world and better participate in their families and communities.

Civil literacy, the ability of people of all ages to solve personal and

community problems, is not only humane but necessary for the survival of the

Aoterican 3Dciety.



How, 4hen, and :here Shall Education Take Place?

Historically, under the school-based philosophy, education has been

performed by college-trained, professionally certified teachers. Students

gained in:on-anon, skills, and attitudes through memorization, drill,

i a lot of listening whsle seated in classrooms of school buildirgs for

twelye to sixteen years.

The values and beliefs of this school-ba.sed :-Iodel of education are

/ evident when the how, when, and where questions are observed in the

schooling process. For example, teaching receives more attention than

le,::ning, what is taught is more important than how it is learned, or

even what utility it has if it is learned. Teaching is viewed as giving

and active; whereas, learring -T.,oen as receiving and passive. Educators.

seem =o believe that all st lents and .subjects require the same amount of

tLile for learning and that students can daily digest' all the various

subjects, skills, facts, and attitudes,'and instantly integrate them into

a,:leaniniful whole that is ready for application if` needed. Educators

and the public, also seem to believe that learning can best be achieved in

school buildings with textbooks, with one teacher per twenty to thirty

students,/and with a minimum amount of talking, movenent and interaction.

The emerging community-based education model is based on the belief

that learning is natural and more meaningful when students actively

participate in the process, that knowledge, skills, and attitudes are

best learned by peop16 when they haye relevance and personal meaning to

an individual's own daily life; that teachers are facilitators of learning. .

not controllers; that instruction can be performed by peers who have the

knowledge, skills or attitudes to be learned, regardless of their degrees
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and certification; that learning can take place in any environment at

any time of the day or night; and that the proces!:-. of education-learning

how to learn, finding out one's best learning style, learning how to

process information, learning how to interact with people, and learning

how to solve problems-is more important thdn the content. These beliefs

and-values ensure that community-based education will fit people for

participation in their family, neighborhood; community, and the larger

society.

In community-based education, there are both formal and informal

learning programs that are designed for desired outcomes. Participation

,and involvement of children, youth, adults and senior citizens in formal

learning programs and activities a-uell as in informal home, neighborhood

a

and community activities and projects is the rule rather than the exception

in community--based education. Through the structure of the carununity

council, all members of the community can become involved in education in

a dynamic yet organized wanner. Everyone becomes both a teacher and a

learner, because everyone has some idea, skill, or attitude to share with

others. Since `.learning takes place in the home, neighborhood, community,

workplace and in the school, there are no tines of the day or night

off-linits to learning. Schedules for fonaal learning programs and

activities are uC 17-lined by the community.

Under What Governance Shall Education Be?

The school-based model of education was created by local citizens

and, as history tells us, tie first schools were governed or controlled

'!-J3tally by representatives of a local community. They were called trustees

since the pec,ple of the community trusted then to govern the schools.

7
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As schools increased in number and size, local comunities looked to

their county and state 4overalents for financial assistance. With the

granting of funds came controls in the form of required curriculum, school

district boundaries, certification of teachers, nunber of school hours

Leer day, number of school days per year, school building regulations,

attendance laws, and on and on. State governrents did provide, however

for school districts to elect - or appoint local representatives called

school board members to oversee school operations,

As school districts increased in size, and education increased in

complexity, school boards employed superintendents and building principals

to enforce the laws and, regulations. Due to the increased size and can-

piexity of schooling, local board members became less and less representa-

tive of their constituents and had less control of the operation of their

schools. This loss of control by the local citizen to the state and to

ixofessional educators became entrenched When the federal government

began supplying funds to states and local school districts with guidelines

for programs and services that government leaders felt were important.

Thus, local citizens and communities have became so dependent upon pro-

fessional educators and the state and federal governments that there is

very little.. local governance of education.

The ernerging -amaunitybased model of education operates on the

deoperatic belief that education in a local canmunity should be of the

people, by the people, and for the people. This means local control or

governance of education. This also means 'tore local independence and

less dependence upon professional educators as well as state and federal

fan ding, urLess those guidelines attached to the funds are in concert

local values and beliefs. Is this possible? The emerging model of

8



community-based education has both a structure and a process through

which local citizens can regain control, not only of education but also

of the other social institutions of the socioty. The structure and the

process of this emerging model is not explosive or revolutionary but is

organized and deliberate in nature. It has been called participatory

democracy by same of its advocates and is based on the very same principles

upon which this great nation was founded.

Community-based education is governed and controlled by a community

council. Thus, the principle of representation is the critical factor

for every community. Also, there is no magic formula for determining the

size of the community council. Experience to date, however, indicates

that more efforts have failed because the council was too small rather

than too large.

Since the school is to play a leadership role in cammunity-based

education, many communities use the school attendance area to define

comMunity boundaries and then elect or select a representative council

for that area. In areas where schools have been consolidated, each

community will establish a local council and some of these members will

senie on a community-wide council. Vhatever the organizational pat-

tern-grass-roots involvement or informal communications -- representation

of all cmmunity members must be paramount. Since this form of partici-

pation will be a new experience for many council members, formal and

informal training must be conducted continuously. Some of the more basic

training areas are planning, needs assessment, resource identification

and development, politics, and budget analysis. This whole process of

community governance and problem-solving via a community council is an

exc,fllent vehicle for gaining civil literacy.

9



The community-based education model will not be easy to impl*3flent.

Independence and control never cane easy. Nearly all the social forces

in our society are working against this emerging philosophy of education.

These forces would have individuals becaae more and more dependent and

less and less in control of their way of life.

THL EMERGING RURAL MODEL

The community-based education philosophy assumes that people can help

themselves and their cormunities by utilizing the total community environment

and its human resources to meet needs and solve problems. Since each community

is different, community-based education will not be the sane in every caranunity.

Certain characteristics or components, however, can be found in almost any

c:trzaunity-based education program. Let us look now at a model of community-

based education as it might be developed in a rural setting.

For the purposes Of this discussion, a rural community has a center, is a

to of 3,000 or less population, and is surrounded by a trade area that may

be several hundred square miles in size. The trade area is characterized by a

scattered population residini on small and large farms, ranches and homesteads.

Same rural camunities Imay have smaller centers or villages of twenty-five to

fifty families clustered around minor industry or agricultural business.

The development of community-based education in a rural area, or urban/

suburban area, is an evolutionary process. In other words, the program does

not spring forth full blown but develops in stages. The following diagram

suggests a sequence of development found in many communities by treating the

coviicments as :wilding blocks, moving up the "stairs" from the most obvious,

most easily attained to the more complex components.

10
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Step

Step 5

COMPONENTS OF COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION

I Community Organization I

and Development

Utilizing Community

I in K-12 Programs

Citizens Involvement

Step 4 I
and Participation

I
Interagency Coordination,

Step 3 I Cooperation, Collaboration

1 Lifelong Learning and Enrichment Programs

Step 2

Expanded Use of School Facilities

Step 1 I
Community Schools = Community Centers

All of these components are important for improving the quality of life

in a community. They are all necesszxy if we are to provide an education that

helps people to participate in the society of the day. It is not recommended,

however, that a community initiate action in all the areas at once. Community-

based education is a growing and learning process, thus each community must

identify the component that is of greatest concern and that has the most poten-

tial for success in that community. The components are highly interrelated,

and full implementation of any one component will require consideration of all

the components. For example, it is not possible to change local schools into

community centers without citizen involvement and participation. Nor is it

possible to utiiize the community to the utmost without interagency coordina-

tion, cooperation and collaboration. Each community should start by focusing

on one or two of these components, get organized and go to work!



Expanded Use of School Facilities

Every community has provided at taxpayer's expense i school facility

that is not in use approximately 50 percent of the time. Traditionally,

schools have served only the children in kindergarten through twelfth

grade for approxiniately nine months of the year, five days a week, six to

seven hours a day. The cost of supporting our school systems has nearly

tripled during the past decade, our personal property taxes continue to

rise, and the senior citizenry is growing -- eleven years frori now there

will be more people over age fifty-five than school aye children. Mean-

while, there is an ever-mounting need for continued education among most

adults in society who have no place to meet. Can hmerican society afford

this extravagance and disuse of schools?

Many caanunities begin a community-based education program by open-

ing school buildings on a planned, organized basis so that the facilities

beoaae community-centered schools where people of all ayes can gather for

learning, socialization, community events, working on community problens

or whatever the community desires at times convenient for users. Since

the local school board is legally responsible for the school property and

buildings, the community council fust work with the superintendent and

building principals to ensure prcp4r care and supervision when the schools

are used after regular school hours.

The benefits of the expanded use of school facilities in a rural

area are obvious, for most rural communities are characterized by a lack

of public buildings for comffunity use. Utilizing the school as a community

center avoids the expense of additional buildings and provides a better

return on money already expended. The issue of expanding the use of

schools, and deciding what programs and activities will be conducted,

12



within than nay be just the catalyst needed to promote citizen involvement

anu participation.

Lifelong Learning and Enrichment.. Programs

As our society has increased in complexity, the need for continuing

educational opportunities has became obvious. Communities involved in

community-based education have addressed this need by designing programs,

activities, and services in early childhood education, youth enrichment,

adult education, leisure and recreation, senior citizen activities and

many other areas. Specific examples of programs, services, and activities

are listed on the chart on the following page.

Since many rural oanmunities do not have specialized agencies and

organizations to ixovide cultural, recreational, or educational programs,

community-based education can be especially valuable in providing a means

whereby the community itself can address these needs. The responsibility

for the development of lifelong learning and enrichment programs is shared

Uy the school, groups within the community, and individuals, all of whom

know the needs of the community and the resources available to meet those

needs.
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EXAMPLES OF PROtIAMS, SERVICES, AND ACTIVITIES OBSERVED IN RURAL CCMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATICN MODELS

tion

ions

t lon

Health/Safety

imatizotions

blood pressure

smoLng clinics

CPR

nutrition

programs

first aid

paramedics

animal safety

pn boat safety

:non gun safety

-dean-up bowhunting

safety

pesticides

)pent physical fitness

t-vice drug/alcohol

abuse

bike repair

it

lines fire prevention

Social

games

dances

suppers

picnics

movies

parties

singings

festivals

quilting bees

carnivals

clubs

senior citizens'

meetings

family

recreation

nights

holiday

programs
parades

book fairs

Cultural

concerts

films

exhibits

lectures

plays

field trips

children's theater

puppetry

heritage fairs

community chorus

carnality theater

museum tours

cultural exchange

literary discussions

multi - cultural events

historical restoration
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Recreation

team sports

swimming

boating

fishing

playgrounds

Karate

archery

tennis

arts/crafts

gymnastics

yoga

weight

lifting

jogging

golf

skating

bowling

Skill

bookkeeping

typing

shorthand

sewing

tailoring

cooking

quilting

canning

autcnotive

welding

carpentry

masonry

gardening

bee-keeping

holiday

decorations

guitar/banjo

Academic

languages

mathematics

economics

speed reading

astronomy

business/finance

creative writing

adult basic

education

Bible study

driver's

education

career

exploration

how to study

tutoring

sign language

preparing for

college



Interagency Coordination, cooperation, Collaboration

Conservation of energy and resources, reprogramaing of excess school

space, coordination ano co-programming of hunan service agencies, ef-

ficiency, and economy are anong the reasons that interagency efforts are

becoming operational in local comnun it les throughout this country and

abroad. Citizens, professionals, agency executives, and elected officials

are recognizing that coordination, cooperation, and collaboration must

take place if effective service levels are to be provided within reason-

able costs.

Most ommunities have multiple service.agencies that provide specific,

specialized services. In sole cases agencies' services overlap; in other

cases needs exist for which GO agency has a responsibility. Cam-Amity-

based educaton attempts to develop a systen that coordinates the activi7

ties of service ar,1 governinental agencies, social clubs, youth groups and

civic organizations in a .,anner that produces a total program designed to

meet the needs of Ln particular oarwunity.

Citizens in rural areas frequently find that the services they need

are located close to cities ano that they must travel some distance to

receive the service or do without it. Communicy-based edUC3 t ion provides

an organizational means for delivering the service at the local level, for

increasing awareness of what is available, and for developing resources

that have not been available.

(Examples of agencie organizations and institutions that may co-

operate in a rural caiirunity -based education program are listed in the

following ..hart.

17
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BUSINESS/
GOVERNMFINAL SOCIAL' - SERVICE Et)UCATICINIAL INDUSTRY

Law Enforcement Women's ClubS Public Schools Banks
Natural Resources Heart Association Private Schools Co-Ops
Parks ifs Recreation Red Cross Churches Telephone Co.
Military Cancer Society County Extension Oil Company
City Council Civic Clubs .4-H Manufacturing
County Caraitission Lung Association FFA/FHA Mining
Libraries Senior Citizens Scouting Agricultural

Association
Region Service United Way Technical Newspapers
Agencies Agencies Schools

Manpower Agencies VFW Colleges Radio/TV
Health Department Odd Fellows Arts is, Humanities Merchant's

Association
Employnent Security Shriners P.T.A. Chamber of

Commerce
County Planning Elks Club Professional Travel
Commission Associations Agencies
Comission on Aging Lions Club Foundations Utility

Moose Teacher Corps Companies
Jaycees Job Corps Luther/Paper
League of Wamen' Companies
Voters

Citizen Involvement and Participation

Community-based education operates on the principle that those af-

fected by any decision or program should have input into the planning

and decision making process. All of us more readily accept and became

involved in those projects and programs that we help to design.

Citizen participation in decision making aril problem solving is

generally secured through a community council that takes an active role

in developing and implementing all aspects of theccuounity-based program.

The community council provides the leadership to ensure two-way communica-

tion between the citizen: of the local community and the representative

council. The council actively involves the local citizens in determining

what programs, activities, and services will be given first priority, and

then organizes various individuals into task forces and groups to put these

18



plans into action. Everyone has sane talents and all of these talents

are used.

Each suocessful.effort helps to build pride and a sense of community.

At first, most people will only attend functions, some will actively

participate, and a few will get involved enough, to share their eneryy and

talents. This is a gradual: process, as many people will have to learn

that it is okay to yet involved and make mistakes. The expert's and specia-

lists have been doing everything for us for so long that increased citizen

involvement an participatiOn will take time in a.any communities. !A`: ether

the setting is rural or urban, the citizens provide the leadership and

direction for enhancing the quality of life the cammunity. By doing

50 they maintain control over their lives and their future.

I
Utilizing Community and K-12 Programs

No aspect of 'community life is more important than the education of

our youth. A (pod portion of the taxes we pay at local, state, and federal

levels is designated for education. Leaders in the cammunity-based

education movement believe that -n integration of solutions to hare,

school and cam-unity needs will strengthen and reinforce learning ex-

periences. This step is not easily achieved. Each community, however,

has within its boundaries numerous settings for action learning as well

as many resource people with special skills, talents and experiences that

could support and enrich formal o.assroam learning.

This interaction between the regular school program and the community

will not just nappen by chance. It requires planning, organization, and

leadership by both school administrators and the compunity council if

meaningful and worthwhile interaction is to take place. The community
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members must know and support what the schools are doing it they are tk,
became partners in the education process. Flow many projects can you

think of through which the schools could do something worthwhile for the

...aimunity? How Reny ways can you think of in which community marbers--both

parents and norpar..-mts--could assist teachers and principals in school
activities? If schools and the community Mork together, the list could

be endless. After all, the reason our children and youth attend school

is to learn how to live in the carnmunity

In addition to making education rixore meaningful, the integratiori of

curciunity and scl-pol provides a means whereby rural communities can rein-
force the values, beliefs and attitudes they wish to- encourage in their

he association between generations and the passim, on of the

social. and _ultural heritage of a particular alamunity can help to develop,

strenjttrn and maintain a sense of community among all members.

COMMUNITY DEVELoPMEN'r

When CU ru-aun 1 ty !Timbers organize for problua solving and decision making,

they gain the potential to effect all aspects of canmunity life. Cooperative

efforts enhanf;e their ability to influence the decisions of government, business

and civic leaders. Linkages can be establired between commtuuty residents

and existing goverrnental and service agencies for the purposes of developing

and maximizirxi physical resources.

Fiesidents of rural areas frequently find themselves without the resources

taken f-ir granted in suburban areas.; If the people thenzelves do not attack

the problems, the chances of solving tnose problems are remote. Comffunity-

based education is one vehicle by which residents can assess their needs,
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. organize for action, and exert their collective power to bring about needed

cha

CONCLUSICTI

We live today in a dynamic,*complex society. We are being challenged by

the prospect of a future that will be even more complex, where change will be

more rapid and dramatic. Perhaps the key to meeting future needs lies in `how

well we develop leadership today, how well we define our goals, and how well

we plad our course of action. Community-based education cannot solve all the

problems of- today or, tunorrow; it can involve people, agencies and institutions

in cooperative efforts to find solutions.
. `
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Western Center for
Recruitment and Community
Technical Resources
Teacher Corps
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